
DALANT PLATFORM
[Blockchain-based Live Commerce Business]

DALANT service has a new concept of work vision based on live commerce and blockchain.

Live commerce is a combination of 'Live Streaming' and E-commerce, similar to TV home

shopping, but now offers users a much more advanced service than TV home shopping

because the web and mobile boundaries have collapsed.



The E-COMMERCE is one of the most prominent services as an untact service under the

conditions due to COVID-19 pandemic. It is also an important channel, accounting for 14% of

the retail market. The development of the E-COMMERCE market constitutes the development

of communication technology, an environment in which everything can be solved in real time,

connecting directly to the front of the house with a few clicks of a button in a mobile

environment. Besides, the development of a system where payment is completed with a single

fingerprint authentication has spread the growth of the E-COMMERCE. Consumers are more

driven to online consumption by COVID-19 in a growing pattern, making the online shopping

mall market even more popular.

The global E-COMMERCE market is expected to grow at an annual average of 14% over the

next five years and to reach 19% in the distribution market by 2024. After COVID-19, untact

transactions will become more active, and E-COMMERCE is expected to accelerate further.

However, the companies at the center of E-COMMERCE are exposed to severe competition.

Naver recently announced that it will create a brand store, and companies are pay sharp

attention to the entrance into E-COMMERCE by the largest portal company in Korea. This

predicts fiercer competition in the future, and the E-COMMERCE market is known to record a

deficit of KRW 1.3 trillion per year.
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PART 1. BUSINESS INFO

• LIVE STREAMING

The DALANT SERVICE has a new concept of work vision based on the LIVE

COMMERCE and blockchain. The LIVE COMMERCE is a combination of 'Live

Streaming' and E-commerce, similar to TV home shopping, but now offers

users much more advanced services than TV home shopping, with the web

and mobile boundaries broken today. In addition, although the traditional

shopping mall sold products in one-way, the DALANT SHOPPING MALL offers

purchase and sales of products through real-time online broadcasting. This is

the biggest difference from conventional home shopping.

• E-COMMERCE PALTFORM

The DALANT PLATFORM provides cross-selling capable E-COMMERCE

services. It offers a shopping mall that connects global product suppliers and

consumers and allows distribution and payment transactions. In the DALANT

PLATFORM’s B2C, autonomous product registration and sales activities by

product providers and creators are possible. The C2C connections and B2C

connections are also included. Through the DALANT MARKETING CHANNEL,

we share product feedback information through real-time marketing and

continuous communication. Companies will be able to receive this feedback

information through the DALANT AI system and deliver better products.

• BLOCKCHAIN

The DALANT COMMERCE SOLUTION is an E-COMMERCE service based

on blockchain technology. Purchasers can purchase content and products

through the DALANT TOKEN, so there are no regional constraints and

remittance issues. It is an efficient management system for consumers and

operators by storing product sourcing meta-information, distribution channels,

black consumer information, and token transactions of payment methods in

distributed ledger and excluding third intermediaries.
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PART 1. BUSINESS INFO

The DALANT TOKEN holders can used it in the basic the LIVE COMMERCE broadcast and can

get various types of benefits as follows. The influencers or individuals who sell a variety of products

through live broadcast, consumers who purchase products through live broadcast, and sellers who

supply products to the influencers and the consumers have an organic relationship, maintaining the

DALANT ECOSYSTEM. As they maintain and develop these relationships, they can enjoy their

own incentives.

Users can pay with tokens on the DALANT PLATFORM which can be used as a

shopping platform where DALANT's own sourced products and various brand

products are available. The DALANT PLATFORM also provides various

benefits to users (DALANT REWARD TOKEN), which can lead to increased

value and effective consumption of assets according to the activation of the

platform. The DALANT PLATFORM provides services and marketing programs

for users, affiliates, and merchants alike. It provides a member POOL needed

for companies and affiliates and services in which to spend points as a

consumption window and a personalized service that analyzes consumption

patterns.

• DALANT CONSUMER

The STREAMER users of the constituent elements of the DALANT PLATFORM

can participate in many events of the influencers, operate broadcasts with

support from product providers or sell through their sourced products. The LIVE

BROADCAST provides information about products to global consumers very

fast and serve as independent marketers for product providers, even if they do

not enter existing TV shopping malls or large online shopping malls. They can

receive the DALANT TOKEN as an incentive based on sales volume of

products.

• STREAMER

The SELLERS no longer have to pay excessive fees to the E-COMMERCE

platform system that acts as an intermediary. They can sell products through

various the influencers active on DALANT's platform and earn profits by

conducting various marketing activities through their independent broadcasting

equipment and planning. In addition, since they can sell DALANT TOKEN to

global customers and request settlement immediately from the platform, they

can minimize funding operations and excessive fees.

• DALANT CROSS SELLER
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PART 1. BUSINESS INFO

Decentralized digital 
currency operation system 

(security)

Secure global users through token 
issuance (scalability)

Share all transaction information through a 
blockchain distributed ledger of data 

(reliability)

LIVE STREAMING + E-COMMERCE + 
BLOCKCHAIN-linked new business model 

proposal (omnichannel)

Increased token value with payment token 
retirement policy campaign (token value)

The DALANT SERVICE issues tokens that can be used as security and global payment

methods by introducing existing E-COMMERCE business models and blockchain-based

technologies. The DALANT LIVE COMMERCE also offers systems and features that make it

easy for anyone to operate with a smartphone. From one-person founders to the influencers

to large corporations, anyone can use it freely. The DALANT LIVE COMMERCE is a sales

method that combines real-time video broadcasting and shopping. It is characterized by the

fact that it enables a real-time product information exchange and interactive communication

between sellers and consumers and is expected to expand into a global platform as well as

domestically with the recent activation of the untactconsumption market.

EXPECTED EFFECTS OF DALANT BUSINESS

FIGURE 1. DALANT EXCEPTION EFFECTIVENESS
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PART 2. MARKET STATUS

The E-COMMERCE market began as an online shopping mall with the dot-com boom. As of 2021,

it is evolving past open markets and social commerce into new commerce. The E-COMMERCE

market started in the late 1990s, and with the launch of the domestic online shopping market, the

amount of online shopping transactions exceeded about KRW 10 trillion in the early 2000s. With

the advent of smartphones, various mobile-oriented E-COMMERCE plat forms and services were

launched, and with the development of social networks, the Social Media + E-COMMERCE market

experienced rapid growth, resulting in changes in sales, consumers, and platform providers.

The new development of the E-COMMERCE has opened the era of retail technology and smart

consumption and has rapidly evolved into a cross-sale commerce environment where regional

restrictions on the area of business are eliminated, not just an intermediary role of the E-

COMMERCE.

The full-fledged background of retail sales has been changed by the expansion of various

purchasing experiences such as AI, IoT, AR, and VR, as well as the combination of the distribution

industry, and a new form of a sales method that has not existed before has emerged. The user

experience has evolved from simply recognizing and purchasing the information of the product to a

continuous experience in which not only the things provided by the platform but also personalized

and close exposure to the product is periodically linked to other platforms.
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PART 2. MARKET STATUS

• CURRENT STATUS OF GLOBAL E-COMMERCE PLATFORM COMPANIES

Shopify and Amazon are the platforms that operate the largest tier-1 markets in the global E-COMMERCE 

market. Shopify is the global No. 1 E-COMMERCE HOSTING COMPANY, and as of 2020, the cumulative 

number of its stores opened through Shopify has exceeded 1.2 million. Total sales of all brands sold through 

Shopify reached $13.5 billion. In the case of Amazon, the number of brands has exceeded 2.1 million, and 

since the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, offline brands have shown a rapid movement to online. Sales 

in the first quarter of 2020 jumped more than 47% compared to the first quarter of last year, which resulted in 

a surge in buyers' daily necessities, home appliances, and fashion consumption patterns, which were no 

longer purchased offline and moved to online. 

• MARKET SIZE BY COUNTRY

First place was China, with $2.8 trillion, followed by the United States ($78.8 billion), the United Kingdom 

($15.3 billion), and Japan ($18.0 billion). Germany ($9.2 billion), France ($7.7 billion), India ($5.1 billion), 

Canada ($3.9 billion), and Spain ($3.2 billion) ranked top 10. In a report, the S&M Business Corporation 

wrote, "Last year, we suffered a global economic downturn due to the COVID-19 infection, but the global E-

COMMERCE market was an exception." and analyzed, “The economy became more vibrant as untact

consumption increased.” Worldwide retail sales declined, while E-COMMERCE sales grew mostly double 

digits by country.
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PART 2. MARKET STATUS

The LIVE COMMERCE market has begun pilot operation with the entrance of Coupang, the

largest online company in Korea, sparking competition for the LIVE COMMERCE among Kakao

(1st), Kakao, a domestic app with highest MAU, Naver (3rd), and Coupang (6th). Unlike other

platforms, they have an absolutely large number of existing users, so they have a common point

that attracting customers to The LIVE COMMERCE is relatively easy. As the domestic LIVE

COMMERCE market is expected to grow from KRW 3 trillion last year to KRW 8 trillion in 2023, it

is becoming more important to differentiate between platforms. With Kakao following Naver and

Coupang newly entering the market, attention is focused on who will take the throne.

Naver announced on the 19th that its cumulative number of views exceeded 100 million times in

six months after the official launch of its live commerce 'Shopping Live'. The cumulative number of

contents exceeded 20,000, the cumulative number of buyers reached about 1 million, and the

transaction amount reached KRW 20 billion in one month in December of last year.

Naver aims to be an "open platform" where any smart store operators can easily broadcast live

with one smartphone anytime, anywhere. Fees (3% of transaction amount) are also at the lowest

level in the industry, significantly lowering sellers' barriers to entry. The result is a seven-fold

increase in the number of shoppers compared to the beginning of the service. Among them, the

number of SMEs, which account for 80% of them, increased 330% during the same period and the

number of live contents they created increased by 620%.

In recent years, beyond the general shopping format, there is also a live show incorporating

entertainment content. With the concept of "BET2MEN", in which broadcaster Haha starred as a

host, and "Rico's Challenge", which challenges to limits of shopping, with the concept of 5 hours a

shopping binge at a department store, the number of views, respectively, was 380,000 and

300,000.

자료 = 업계추정치
출처 : https://www.sedaily.com/NewsVIew/22HBTUGYH9
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PART 2. MARKET STATUS

In the past, online shopping malls used to be considered as a store that supports offline, but the

online market has changed dramatically to grow online as an independent business. Furthermore,

the E-COMMERCE targets a diverse and broad consumer base, rather than a limited service.

According to the survey conducted by the Online Advertising Association and the Digital Marketing

Research Group, a lot of responses said it the most important factors in the order of “strengthen

customer experience service (48%)> strengthen personalization service (44%)> strengthen

customer targeting and location-based linkage (38%)> increase advertising efficiency (35%)> App

development and site reorganization (25%).”

• TARGET-DRIVENCUSTOMIZED MARKETING

The DALANT PLATFORM service aims for the online business of LIVE COMMERCE + E-

COMMERCE shopping mall to enhance customer experience services. In the past, shopping malls

were considered exclusive to young consumers, but now the width of the age group is very wide

due to COVID-19. The DALANT PLATFORM provides personalized marketing services that

respond to individual customers, such as offline stores, to each target audience, and provides

customized services to understand the needs of customers by grasping the constant interest and

situation of customers who are accessing the shopping mall. The LIVE COMMERCE analyzes the

real-time chat conversations and flows of customers, allowing more customized services catering

to the needs with on-site targeting. By analyzing the Groobee target algorithm of on-site marketing,

we design a plat form that provides improved customer experience and automation of marketing for

high sales results.

Induce

purchase
Returning visitors within 1-

3 days

Inflow to DALANT detail 

page

Search for a specific 

brand category for 

at least 1 minute

Search 50% or more of 

specific  brand products

Provide filtering for 

s imilar product groups

DALANT Groobee 

NOTI calling!

Of f er discounts on new 

products f or specif ic brands

FIGURE 2 DALANT MARKETING SCENARIO
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PART 2. MARKET STATUS

In the E-COMMERCE market, the LIVE COMMERCE is expected to expand to about KRW 8

trillion market. Among them, Cafe 24 is actively advancing into the market of the LIVE

COMMERCE, and is creating a market that can be easily used by all single founders, the

influencers, large companies, and small and SMEs.

Now that everything is possible with a smartphone after the dot-com era, the shopping mall now

allows customers to spend 24 hours together and "buy what they want anytime, anywhere easily."

Café 24 actively introduced the LIVE COMMERCE in the E-COMMERCE market, creating a free,

dynamic, and participating live sales system. With "real-time data linkage," anyone can exchange

and sell product information through Cafe 24 in real-time if they have smartphones, small

equipment, content, and competitive products. Thanks to this, 1.8 million online domestic

operators can more easily enter the LIVE COMMERCE market, which is expected to grow to KRW

8 trillion. According to EBEST Investment & Securities, the domestic LIVE COMMERCE market is

currently worth KRW 3 trillion and is expected to grow to KRW 8 trillion in 2023.

[Cafe 24 Live Commerce]
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PART 2. MARKET STATUS

Candy Protocol is a blockchain LIVE COMMERCE PLATFORM that applies mobile live commerce

services to sell products and services transparently by influencers or BJs through real-time

broadcasting, leading reliable transactions in the online market. This service is tailored to the

needs of consumers now that untact has become widely popular due to COVID-19. It is

challenging with a new vision by incorporating blockchain technology into the LIVE COMMERCE.

Currently, the LIVE COMMERCE market has high fees and fraud, as well as complaints such as

illegal product sales, and high entry barriers for new BJs. Candy Protocol solves this problem,

allows you to use the service of Pick Live, which enables real-time broadcasting and chat, at a low

fee, and increases reliability and transparency by storing all transaction information including false

sales in a blockchain. Purchasing products and all activities in Pick Live, you can use candy points

pegged 1:1 to legal currency, and reward will be paid by CAD. Provides deliver products at low

fees, and the influencers and BJs receive management, enabling transparent and legitimate

revenue sharing. In addition, consumers can purchase trusted products and BJ is rewarded for

active ecosystem activities such as sponsorship and product purchase, or for providing personal

data.
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PART 3. SERVICE

The basic profit structure of the DALANT business consists of ① DALANT payment system fee ②

Profit share of DALANT live streaming service ③ DALANT Social Media advertising revenue ④

Product outsourcing payment fee through seller linkage. Customers can use their DALANT

TOKEN as cash at the LIVE COMMERCE shopping mall, and the ecosystem of the DALANT

platform will expand locally into the global business service area depending on asset utilization..

USER

DALANT  

TOKEN DEPOSIT

1

Product purchase

7

DALANT multi-channel

LIVE STREAMING

CHANNEL

Prov ides  inf luencer-consumer 

interactiv e shopping inf ormation

DALANT SOCIAL CHANNEL

Link communication between 

users

Real-time user
status and payment 

information call

2

Provide affiliate

information and services

3

DALANT 
BLOCK DATA READ

4

DALANT DATA

5

DALANT 

PLATFORM

E-COMMERCE

DALANT 

WALLET

Asset operation 

serv ice

ETHREUM

MAINNET

DALANT 

DATA 

BLOCKCHAIN 

UPLOAD

6

USER DID / TRANSACTION/ REWARD SWAP

DALANT OFF CHAIN

(PLATFORM DATA)

DALANT PLAT ON CHAIN

(SMART CONTRACT)

DATA HASH 
CODE

FIGURE 3. DALANT SERVICE FLOW

• DALANT E-Commerce

• Payment service

• Social networking

• Ecosystem reward
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PART 3. SERVICE

Interpret Dalant -> sufficient energy mass. It means enough quality energy. It means being a

quality source of energy for the blockchain-based live commerce market. Dalant holders have a

high quality energy source in the live commerce market. We pray for innovation in the live

commerce market and endless development of the market with quality energy sources held by

individual holders.

USER

DISRIBUTION

ENERGY

2

DALANT

sufficient energy mass

USER USER

DALANT  

TOKEN HOLDER

1

DISRIBUTION

ENERGY

2

LIVE COMMERCE 

ECO-SYSTEM

3
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PART 3. SERVICE

• LIVE STREAMING

The DALANT PLATFORM is a live shopping mall platform that provides APIs and tools for 

video processing, video registration, transformation processing, streaming, advertising, and 

customer data collection. Since the mid-2000s, a variety of services in static data and 

information have become important in the form of video delivery, which means consumers can 

no longer meet their needs with one-way services alone. The DALANT PLATFORM is using a 

strategy to provide an interactive service that promptly asks and shares inquiries to sellers and 

the influencers through real-time broadcasting, obtains real-time information about products, 

and makes purchases.

• DATA DISTRIBUTION

Blockchain-based services can provide an innovative level of security for customer data. It can 

prevent data from being on a single server and visible to hackers openly. The use of the smart 

contract for overall data security provides consumers with reliable information. This is because 

anyone can check all the codes of the transaction according to the contracted code.

• MEMBER INTERFACE

Users can participate through the authentication process as participants. Just as the internet 

banking goes through the user's authentication process with an authorized certificate, the 

blockchain ledger owner process allows convenient authentication compared to the existing 

version. It has a kind of user authentication membership service interface. Decentralization of 

transactions and data storage that cannot be tampered with, and data from the ledger history 

are collected on the side chain and then finally recorded on the blockchain.

• CHATBOT

The DALANT PLATFORM is establishing an efficient operation strategy through the AI 

CHATBOT for a large part of customer service to handle the order volumes that are harder to 

cover by the maintenance and operation personnel. With the introduction of the CHATBOT, it 

can respond to repeated customer inquiries and provide customized recommendation services 

based on 24-hour customized response and personal raw data recorded on the blockchain. 

This will allow maximized customer satisfaction.
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PART 3. SERVICE

The DALANT PAYMENT SERVICE is a simple payment service that does not require additional

authentication procedures and registration of information through member subscription

information, payment password, and customer card information for card payment. You can charge

the remittance function and the DALANT TOKEN with a one-click payment, and use the DALANT

TOKEN that you received as payback to purchase the product.

Through the BIG DATA, we analyze your personal preferences for simple payments and provide

integrity information services by adding safety to prevent fraudulent transactions. The OFFLINE

MERCHANTS provide offline payment services through QR codes and provide membership

integration benefits for each merchant. The OFFLINE MERCHANTS can receive settlement in the

form they want to receive, in cash or tokens deposited in the DALANT service. In the future, it will

be a strong consumption pattern that can change the credit card usage pattern and will be able to

create a market reorganization of affiliate payment services between industries by providing more

benefits to members than credit card benefits. In the future, we will provide a more convenient

payment based on data registered on blockchain through fingerprint recognition and also establish

a security authentication process through various biometric information.

[DALANT DAPP] - Example

LIVE STREAMING

LIVE 

STREAMINGINFLU

ENCERS/CONSUM

ERS OMNI 

CHANNEL 

CONNECTION

SELLERS -

CONNECTING THE 

INFLUENCERS

DALANT TOKEN 

PAYMENT
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PART 3. SERVICE

• INTERWORKING SERVICE BETWEEN ONLINE AND OFFLINE 

STORES

The DALANT SERVICE combines the strengths of online and offline stores to support marketing

promotions for the influencers and sellers online. Through two-way communication with users,

active online sales activities are available, and small business owners who operate offline small

stores can also operate the ‘Buy Online Pickup In Store (BOIPS)’ to sell directly at the store by

diversifying sales routes. Through this, consumers can access a variety of products and high-

quality products and consume them efficiently. In addition, if users put products they are interested

in through an on-offline channel into a shopping cart, information can be provided based on real-

time location by linking with online and offline stores that are related to this information.

• SEARCHFOR IN-STORE PRODUCTS ONLINE

To sell products, sellers and the influencers have continued to engage in inefficient marketing

activities by exposing product information that is identical to a fixed image. The DALANT

PLATFORM visualizes real-time product information in stores, and customers can check and

consume accurate information through online video search of in-store products online.

• INCENTIVES FOR CUSTOMERS, SELLERS AND THE INFLUENCERS

The DALANT PLATFORM pays The DALANT TOKEN in the form of incentives to customers,

sellers and the influencers for a portion of the revenue generated through the LIVE COMMERCE

activities. This results in increased loyalty to The DALANT PLATFORM, increased experience in

on demand, and the use of The LIVE COMMERCE, and can form an on- and off-line network

through direct channel connections with customers.

• CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT (CEM)

Several companies have recently introduced the CHATBOT service in the field of customer

consultation and response. The introduction of the CHATBOT service can reduce labor costs for

businesses and enable real-time response through fast communication with customers. DALANT

actively collects customer complaints and requests with the CHATBOT to respond to customers,

reflects them in the system, and analyzes the data obtained through the CHATBOT to identify and

supplement users' needs. To provide a service.
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PART 4. TECH

After the BITCOIN platform, many cryptocurrencies were created based on BITCOIN. But

except for the distributed storage of BITCOIN, there was no function that could be used by

ordinary users other than the function of transferring assets. BSC(Binance Smart Chain)

complements the shortcomings of BITCOIN and adds the ability to execute contract code on

the blockchain by incorporating a Turing language, or complete COMPUTING FEATURE. In

other words, it is possible to provide functions and services such as online shopping malls,

banks, games, etc. that we commonly use. This structure can be implemented through

distributed storage and the smart contract, and it opened the beginning of the era of

Blockchain 2.0, which goes beyond simply storing the transaction records of A and B. For

BSC(Binance Smart Chain), there are two accounts: Externally Owned Account (EOA) and

Contract Account (CA). EOA requires the user to be the main entity to manage the

information required to access the account, but CA does exist inside the BSC(Binance Smart

Chain) blockchain. In the case of the BSC(Binance Smart Chain) blockchain, DApp can be

implemented with programs such as Solidity, Serpent, etc. through the BSC(Binance Smart

Chain) virtual machine. When compiled after implementation in this language, it is converted

into specific bytecodes, and these codes are almost impossible to forge and change, making

the records semi-permanent. The DALANT PLATFORM will be serviced by the influencers'

live broadcasting, shopping-related platform and a DAPP, and the digital currency (DALANT

TOKEN) used in these broadcasts will be created based on BSC(Binance Smart Chain). At

this time, it will be used as the key currency of the ecosystem within the DALANT DAPP for

token purchases, rewards, and sales of the influencers.

< DALANT Blockchain nod structure>
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PART 4. TECH

• Live Validation and protection for live broadcasting

The type of live broadcasting service is created by the video file created by the influencers. When

the live video is opened, the released video is encrypted and distributed across multiple nodes via

IPFS, where the hash value contained in the block transaction data contains specific characters or

numbers to form the key value of each partitioned node. This hash value allows access to the

video file in the future, allowing the video to be streamed or downloaded. In addition, it is possible

to verify the copyright of the video or not by comparing transaction data through the discovery of

the blockchain network. When downloading a video, the smart contract manages access rights to

the video.

① Apply a hash function to the extracted video signature file to extract each 20-byte hash value

② Add the obtained hash value to the blockchain transaction data and include it in the blockchain.

③ Divide the video signature file into multiple nodes through IPFS, store, and managed it.

④. Configure the key value of each node divided by including a specific letter or number in the hash included 

in the blockchain transaction data

⑤ Through the smart contract, only the holders of DALANT TOKEN can view or download the video.

FIGURE 4 DALANT Blockchain Storage Scenario
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PART 4. TECH

① DAPP LAYER

This is a front-end DAPP SERVICE LAYER that is accessed by users who access the DALANT PLATFORM.

It is an application layer that integrates services such as the LIVE COMMERCE of the DALANT PLATFORM,

social network, and DALANT work shopping mall. Each service and network consist of layers that draw

DALANT consumers, sellers, and streamers into organic relationships. It is a front-end layer that establishes

an efficient managementsystem bylinking the patterns of members of DALANT with big data.

② DALANT API

The API configuration diagram consists of the API as a platform for connecting with affiliates that provide the

DALANT SHOPPING MALL service. Various services can be linked through access to important information

such as the DALANT PLATFORM users, video information, token, and streaming history information. In

addition, as a security measure for issues regarding payment security, multi-signal authentication provides a

dual security solution for affiliates and users to use more securelyand conveniently.

③ DALANT SMART CONTRACT LAYER

The DALANT SMART CONTRACT is a layer that refers to PLATFORM assets and distributed code

structures built on smart contracts, protocols, and contract codes. It is a layer that manages lines of code that

automatically execute functions when consensus/event sets occur by predefined asset management logic

through smart contracts.

④ DALANT CLOUD SERVER

The DALANT cloud server layer is the layer that processes the primary data of DAPP. On-chain blockchain

processing speed is about 30 TPS based on BSC(Binance Smart Chain). The block contains only about 200

pieces of payment information. This is the speed at which it is impossible to operate a real-time

synchronization service. As a way to solve this, it is a hierarchy that stores primary data through cloud

servers, and blockchain (on-chain) stores onlycritical information.

④ BLOCKCHAIN(ON CHAIN)

Blockchain-based on the BSC(Binance Smart Chain) platform can reliably process DALANT commerce

streaming data. It is a storage space for blockchain data structures such as copyright and payment, and

stores important information of live broadcasting in the BLOCK HEADER. It is the main network layer on the

BSC(Binance Smart Chain) platform, which can store the Merkle Trees and blocks containing authentication

digital sign information,hash,and transactions, and METADATA delivered from the DAPP.
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FIGURE 5 DALANT NETWORK STRUCTURE
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• Validation and protection for live broadcasting

The DALANT Blockchain is designed as a PoW (Proof of Work). Its block generation method

means that the miners called each nod use computing power until the correct level of answer is

given by inputting one number. If they solve this problem, they will be rewarded with ETH. These

nods are the configuration of distributed storage nodes that store and verify transaction information

of each block and are the most important elements in the construction of the DALANT blockchain

network.

• DALANT SMART CONTRACT

The smart contract used in the blockchain is to implement a contract that was made in writing as a 

code and to ensure that the contract is executed when certain conditions are met. With smart 

contracts, the influencers who create live streams can receive DALANT TOKEN through contract 

codes, and users can pay information about who they paid for them through contract codes.  This 

is because the smart contract does not execute the code of the contract if certain conditions are 

not met. The DALANT smart contract scenario is as follows.

1) Generate a live video and create a unique hash no when broadcasting starts.

2) Match history information with a defined quantity of the DALANT TOKEN by users

3) Match the information when streaming starts and hold the DALANT TOKEN on the platform 

through the smart contract

4) Distribute the DALANT TOKEN held according to settlement and payment conditions at the end 

of the live video

The DALANT smart contract has even more advanced contracting capabilities that enable more 

secure and complete transactions. Blockchain and the LIVE COMMERCE broadcasting services 

enable users to execute proven transactions securely and quickly.  Smart contracts are recorded 

on the blockchain as proof of transaction.
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DALANT BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURE [APIs, SDKs, CLI, P2P]

Blockchain netw ork

api : application programing interface / sdk : software development kit

Cli : command line interface / P2p : peer to peer
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The DALANT TOKEN economy has been modified to allow blockchain interaction into extensions

in traditional software architectures. Token transaction changes are related to the synchronization

process (the database in the supply chain) with the central server.

Add data management and software layers to make them compatible with the current smart

contract. In addition to DALANT data management as a blockchain, there is also a connection to

the gateway service, and an application programming interface has been added to communicate

with the sectional cloud. This can be implemented through the blockchain workbench security

policy element.

Prior to permanent validation of data, the parallel mechanism of consistency and integration of

information is managed through the DALANT app. The associated information is executed in

contract code by the smart contract, and each issue and the event log is designed to run at the

administrator's back-end with flag management.
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The BIG DATA is a technology that extracts value and analyzes results from data, including

data sets that are not structured or even unstructured, in tens of terabytes beyond the

capabilities of traditional database management tools. It's a technology that deals with so

much data that traditional databases can't handle, and analyzes it with meaningful data.

The DALANT DATA can generate and grow data from tens to hundreds of thousands of

users simultaneously with the approximate inter-data movement and real-time traffic

configuration of product purchases on the LIVE COMMERCE. It is composed of the results of

creation->collection->analysis->statistics for various types of large-scale data in the DALANT

platform. These features of the DALANT BIG DATA enable more accurate predictions and

efficient operation in data processing. Individualized users analyze network information such

as purchase patterns, product search, and the LIVE COMMERCE access time, and provide it

as 1:1 customized information. This analysis information enables analysis of customer

management and behavior patterns and can guide the following consumption pattern

analysis information for customers.

The DALANT BIG DATA analyzes the vast amount of data coming from APP and WEB to

extract certain patterns. At this time, the important thing is that there are issues related to the

reliability of incoming data. This is because the more massive the amount of data, the higher

the likelihood of introducing incongruent data. For this reason, the DALANT BIG DATA allows

individuals to have complete control over their own information through the actual user's

Decentralized Identifier (DID), and at the same time, the DALANT Service can create

reliability information from user-based data.

The DALANT is researching the open source of HADOOP among various big data open

sources. HADOOP is one of the big data infrastructure technologies that store and process

numerous data for distributed processing. HADOOP is operated by the Apache Foundation

and is called Apache HADOOP (High-Availability Distributed Object-Oriented Platform).

Apache HADOOP is one of the oldest and most active big data architectures. The advantage

of HADOOP is that it handles and distributes vast amounts of data, or has a very good

response logic to increase or decrease the number. It is possible to set the storage size of

your choice at low cost and supports various environments.
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Role of TOKEN Utility

Publication Volume 30,000,000,000

Distributed in the crowvdsale TBD

Symbol/Ticker DAL/Dalant

Decimals 18

Initial Price TBA

feature
(Release volume incineration, cloud sale function, 

airdrop function)

Blockchain Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)

Token Sale 10%

Market Liquidity 35%

Marketing 10%

Global Expansion 5%

Platform reward 20%

Foundation 15%

Advisor&Partner 5%
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STEP

01

STEP

03

STEP

05

STEP

02

STEP

04

2021

4Q Platform advancement

2022

1Q. Exchange Listing

2Q. Ecosystem expansion

2022

3Q Co-work with Metaverse industry

4Q Enter the web3 market

2023

1Q. Wallet advancement

2Q. Exchange Listing

2023

3Q. Platform advancement

4Q. Enter the global market
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DISCLAIMER FOR CUSTOMERS’ CONFIRMATION (CHECK)

Should prospective customers want to purchase cryptocurrency, they shall check for themselves for
violations of relevant laws or legal regulations in their countries of residence before making a purchase

decision, and check by themselves for available exchange, control and discipline. The DALANT
FOUNDATION shall not be responsible for any problems that arise, stating that the purchasers are
responsible for the outcome of the purchase. Customers who purchase (acquire) and sell and distribute in

illegal and unjustifiable ways may be warned and sanctioned and may be restricted from future purchases
and use of the platform.

The information contained herein whitepaper may be incomplete and does not contain any elements of legal
or contractually binding relationship. And it shall not be used for investment related documents or purposes.

Customers shall make judgments or decisions within the limits permitted by applicable laws and regulations.
For indirect, special, incidental, consequential, tort, contracts and others (including profit, return, or loss)

related to the results determined by the customer, the management, executives, and employees of the
Foundation are not responsible and shall not bear the responsibility. In addition, responsibility for loss due to
the loss of security devices (security key, biometric authentication) due to customer carelessness, natural

disasters, national policy changes, force majeure, etc. shall not be transferred to the Foundation or
employees, and the Foundation is responsible for such loss.

The Foundation endeavors to utilize and develop the platform, but shall not be responsible for damage or
loss (password, mnemonic code, terminal) due to customer's inexperience, and notify that platforms can be

newly supplemented, changed or modified to complywith cryptocurrency regulations and related laws.

Global cryptocurrency regulations, rules, and investigations in the country may affect or prohibit future

operations of the Foundation, and customers purchasing tokens shall note that the company's strategy or
platform may be altered or modified to comply with the newly supplemented applicable regulations, which

many accompany lost. In addition, the management, executives, and employees of the Foundation shall not
be legally liable for any loss incurred by the relevant legal action. Token purchasers through P2P or
Exchanges shall fully understand the functions related to cryptocurrency and consider the risks and

weaknesses of the purchase. Therefore, if the customers who do not have experience or expertise in
cryptocurrency purchase, they have to carefully judge and decide regarding the purchase. We recommend

that the customers refrain from purchasing if they do not fully understand the risk factors associated with the
purchase or whitepaper. If necessary, the customers shall seek assistance (consultation) from the relevant
experts or purchase knowing that there is a risk, and the loss caused by the purchase is entirely the

responsibility of the purchasers, and the management, executives, and employees of the Foundation are not
liable and shall notbe transferred of the responsibility.

RISK FACTORS

Losses from token purchases can occur. We recommend the customers to fully understand the contents of
the whitepaper in purchasing or utilizing it and to purchase tokens after consulting with a lawyer, an

accountant, and a tax expert, if necessary.
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SECURITY AND SAFETY 

The DALANT WALLET can be accessed through the user's password, mnemonic code, biometric information, etc., and 
shall be used in a safe place. Important information such as password and mnemonic code shall not be exposed. 
When a  user's security key (password, mnemonic code) i s exposed to another person or lost, cryptocurrency may be 
lost and shall not be recovered. Should the customers want to use the DALANT WALLET, they shall go through the 
registration process for their password and mnemonic code biometric authentication, and no one can change it a fter 
authentication. The management, executives, and employees of the Foundation are not responsible for any problems 
for not adding these security authentication functions. In addition, special care shall be taken as cryptocurrencies that 
have been stolen or transmitted incorrectly shall not be recovered. This is because in the blockchain, the majority of 

processing authority shall not be reversed without control or consent. In other words, once a  transaction is recorded 
on the blockchain, i t is generally i rreversible.

STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH YOUR PROGRAM

The customers using the DALANT PLATFORM or WALLET shall update when they are requested to update program. 
The reason is that we are continuously researching and developing to improve platform functionality such as service-
specific and convenient technologies for token use, so it may not be available due to a  program error if not updated. 
The FOUNDATION will continue to improve various platform service technologies and functions through continuous 
development and update of new functions. We state that this convenient and diverse technology development and 
application may s ignificantly change the technology and services of implementing the platform in the future, but 
some functions may not meet the customer's needs.

POLICY CHANGE

The DALANT FOUNDATION will do its best to provide mining and exchange services around the world using tokens as a  
major cryptocurrency tool within the platform service, but i t may proceed differently from the related goals or 
strategies depending on liquidity s tability, etc. In addition, we will do our best to ensure that the operating target 
platform technology and services described herein whitepaper proceed as planned, but we notified that i t may be 
postponed or changed depending on circumstances. Tokens can fluctuate greatly in value depending on market 
demand. This may be due to various technical factors such as supply and mining quantity, va lue fluctuations according 

to demand, cryptocurrency market conditions, changes in legal regulations and policies due to political and 
geographic reasons, and environmental disruption.

Tokens will be traded and distributed through DALANT WALLET, and can be traded through the exchange in the 
future. However, i t may not be safely transferred or may be discontinued due to unexpected malfunctions, natural 
disasters, and control of the country.
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